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During what I can only assume to be nasty weather in England in the 1500s, a poet named
Thomas Tusser wrote, "Sweet April showers do spring May Flowers." So "CHEERS!" to May
flowers, as we wrap up a week full of extreme temperatures and weather conditions
throughout our country.
 

We are excited to present 2 Hometown Hero awards this week -
stay tuned to learn all about the recipients

(we can't spoil the surprise)!
 
Last month we awarded a local nurse the honor of Hometown Hero. This nurse humbly asked
not to be identified as nurses and other medical providers have been working tirelessly and
sometimes non-stop over the last few years. This particular nurse works in a specialized unit
providing essential care to patients who may not be able to receive visits from family and
friends due to Covid and their individual medical issues. In fact, this nurse stayed in the
hospital 24-7 for a period of time to ensure availability to patients. We are incredibly grateful
for all of the medical personnel and the many hours of dedicated care they've continued to
give.
 

It's FREE to nominate a Hometown Hero and you can nominate
anyone you believe has made a difference in our community!

 
Each honored hero will receive a $100 Amazon gift card from the law firm and will have the
opportunity to pay it forward with nominating a local non-profit to receive an Amazon gift card
also.

Who is a HOMETOWN HERO?
 
Anyone who...

Returned a stranger's wallet...
Helped a neighbor with yard work...
Coordinated a food drive for the hungry...

other examples: 
Teachers, Medical Providers, VOLUNTEERS!

NOMINATE HERE

CALLING ALL ARTISTS! WIN $25!!
We created a coloring book and are sponsoring a coloring contest. If
you know of a young artist, help him submit an entry by clicking here.

If you or a loved one has been injured in an automobile accident, you may have many
questions about your situation:
How do you get your car repaired?
Who pays for your medical bills?
Who is at-fault for the accident?
 
Don't stress, give us a call for a free consultation.
 

Don't wait to call as there is a time limit for you to file a claim. Download this FREE
book today to learn about your rights! Then reach out to us at 253-478-8157 to answer
your questions.
 
The Ye Law Firm is Small Enough To Care Yet Big Enough To Win! We can help you get
the compensation you need and deserve to help you recover from the trauma of an
accident.

Want more of this type of content?
Then don't forget to follow us on social media!

We post helpful legal information as well as many more stories from our
Hometown Hero nominations and Generous Heart Scholarship entries!
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